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Ultimate miniaturization of magnetic random access memory (MRAM) devices is
expected by the utilization of spin-transfer torques, because they present an efficient
means to switch elements with a very high magnetic anisotropy1,2. To overcome the
low switching speed in current collinearly magnetized devices, new routes are being
explored

to

realize

magnetic

tunnel

junction

stacks

with

non-collinear

magnetization between two magnetic electrodes. Controlled in-plane rotation of the
magnetic easy axis in manganite heterostructures by tailoring the interface oxygen
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network would provide a promising direction for non-collinear magnetization in
correlated oxide magnetic tunneling junctions. Here, we demonstrate how to
manipulate

magnetic

and

electronic

anisotropic

properties

in

manganite

heterostructures by engineering the oxygen network on the unit-cell level. The
strong oxygen octahedral coupling is found to transfer the octahedral rotation,
present in the NdGaO3 (NGO) substrate, to the La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) film in the
interface region. This causes an unexpected realignment of the magnetic easy axis
along the short axis of the LSMO unit cell as well as the presence of a giant
anisotropic transport in these ultrathin LSMO films. As a result we possess control
of the lateral magnetic and electronic anisotropies by atomic scale design of the
oxygen octahedral rotation.
Emergent phenomena in oxide heterostructures3,4 such as interface charge transfer5, two
dimensional free electron gas6 and ferromagnetism between two non-magnetic materials7,
are induced by the dedicated coupling between spin, orbital, charge and lattice degrees of
freedom8,9. Developing strategies to engineer these intimate couplings in oxide
heterostructures is crucial to achieve new phenomena and to pave the path towards novel
functionalities with atomic scale dimensions. Utilizing polar discontinuity6, inducing
strain10-12, charge transfer5, and spatial confinement13,14 are several well-known strategies.
In ABO3 perovskites orbital, charge and spin order are intimately correlated to the BO6
oxygen octahedra15-22. In the bulk, the oxygen octahedral rotation (OOR) and
deformation are usually controlled by isovalent substitution or by the deployment of high
pressure15-21, but oxide heterostructures offer additional ways to tune the lattice
structure3,4,12,22-26. The OOR can be tailored either by strain or interfacial oxygen
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octahedral coupling (OOC)25-29. The OOC is a geometric constraint effect which forces
the octahedra in a film to rotate due to a retained corner-connectivity of oxygen octahedra
across an interface25.
For decades, strain has been used for heterostructure engineering, but strain is usually a
long range effect depending on lattice mismatch30 and therefore less controllable at the
atomic scale, limiting its application towards complex devices where films with varying
local properties on a single wafer are required. The OOC, which unlike strain has a short
impact length scale of ~ 2 nm25-29, could be a new route to realize atomic scale control of
material properties and functionalities. However, the questions are still open whether the
OOC can compete with strain, how strong of an impact it can make on the functionalities
and if it can transfer not only the magnitude of rotation but also the Glazer rotation
pattern31 to a film. Such controllable OOR will provide a feasible new route to the
artificial design of structures with novel functionalities.
By utilizing the OOC at the LSMO and NGO (110) interface, we demonstrate the
possibility to transfer the characteristic NGO anisotropic structure into epitaxial LSMO
films. This in turn creates not only new but also switchable magnetic and electronic
anisotropies. The rhombohedral LSMO possesses an a-a-a- rotation which results in an
isotropic B-O-B bond angle (θ) and isotropic properties18. The Glazer symbol31 here and
after is sequentially corresponding to the rotation along a, b and c axis respectively. In
contrast, the orthorhombic NGO possesses an c+a-a- rotation with a larger θ along the
[001] direction than along the [1-10] direction32. For convenience, pseudo-cubic indices
are used for NGO with a, b and c corresponding to [001], [1-10] and [110] respectively.
The structural characteristics of LSMO and NGO give rise to in-phase vs. out–of-phase
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rotation type mismatch occurring along the a-axis (see left panel of Fig. 1a) while both
are out-of-phase along the b-axis (see right panel of Fig. 1a). The magnitude of the bond
angle θ also has a certain degree of mismatch: ~154 o in NGO vs. 166.3 o in LSMO. As a
result, both the anisotropic rotation type mismatch and the large difference (~12o) in bond
angle will cause a strong discontinuity of the octahedra (see Fig. 1a). Therefore, the
oxygen atoms need to rearrange at the interface, resulting in a large change of the OOR in
the LSMO film.
The effect of the OOC at the LSMO/NGO interface is visualized by atomically resolved
Cs-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Thin LSMO films with
thicknesses ranging from 4 to 90 unit cells (uc) have been grown by pulsed laser
deposition on NGO (110) substrates33 (see Supplementary Fig. S1). All films are fully
strained to NGO (See Supplementary Fig. S2), resulting an overall ~ 0.4% compressive
strain on LSMO with 0.2% in-plane anisotropy18,32. The zone axis for the LSMO/NGO
cross-section STEM specimen is chosen to be the a-axis due to its in-phase rotation,
which allows us to resolve the oxygen atoms more easily29,34. Atomic resolution Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy demonstrates the high-quality of the atomic ordering at the
LSMO/NGO interface (See Supplementary Fig. S3). Annular Bright-Field STEM (ABFSTEM) was used to visualize the oxygen octahedra across the interface (inversed contrast
for easier discernment of the individual atomic columns), as shown in Fig. 1b. The
LSMO strongly follows the NGO rotation characteristic and becomes in-phase along the
a-axis, which in bulk LSMO is out-of-phase. Close to the interface, the MnO6 octahedral
tilt angle is comparable to that of GaO6, as shown by the depth profile of BO6 tilt angle
across the interface in Fig. 1c (For estimation of tilt angle, see Supplementary Fig. S4).
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The tilt angle continuously changes from the GaO6 substrate value to bulk MnO6 (far
from interface). Interestingly, the first 2 uc layers of LSMO have almost the same tilt
angle as NGO. The impact of the octahedral coupling decays rapidly away from the
interface and disappears above 4 uc layers. Therefore, the OOC at the LSMO/NGO
interface results in the alteration of the OOR (in-phase, out-of-phase) of the LSMO close
to the interface, in which the magnitude of the tilt angle is comparable to that of NGO,
see left panel of Fig. 1b. Because of the short impact length scale of OOC, the OOR of
the LSMO can be significantly altered by inserting a non-tilted SrTiO3 (STO) buffer layer,
see right panel of Fig. 1b. Within the STO layer, the OOR is also coupled to the OOR of
NGO, but the tilt angle relaxes quickly, i.e., the tilt of TiO6 octahedra starts to disappear
above 2 uc layers. Consequently, the LSMO connects to a non-tilted OOR and doesn’t
show any evidence, within the STEM spatial resolution, of tilting of the MnO6 octahedra
from the first layer (see Fig. 1b-c). Together with non-buffered LSMO, the resulting
interface structure of LSMO indicates that the local OOR at the substrate surface acts as a
controllable template for the structure of the epitaxial LSMO film.
The observed interfacial OOC has a dramatic impact on the magnetic properties. The 9 uc
STO buffer layer reduces the octahedral tilt in LSMO, thus enhances the magnetism, i.e.,
9 uc STO buffer layer increases the Curie temperature (TC) of the 6 uc LSMO from 145
K to 240 K. The enhancement is already found when using a 1 uc STO buffer layer as the
6 uc LSMO film exhibits a TC of 180 K, indicating that 1 uc STO is thick enough to
significantly reduce the octahedral tilt. The saturated magnetic moment of such STObuffered LSMO is also larger than the non-buffered LSMO film (see Fig. 2a-c).
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Beyond the enhancement, a more striking phenomenon is the switch of magnetic
anisotropy (MA) by engineering the interfacial OOR. Due to the different OOR pattern,
the 6 uc thick LSMO films with or without STO buffer layer have a different
magnetization easy axis, although both exhibit uniaxial MA. The easy axis of the nonbuffered LSMO is the a-axis as shown in Fig. 2a, in strong contrast to the observed b-axis
easy axis in thick LSMO films33,35. When inserting a STO buffer layer with a thickness
ranging from 1 uc to 36 uc (LSMO/STO/NGO) the easy axis is again switched to the baxis. The magnetic behavior of 6 uc LSMO films on top of a 1 uc STO and 9 uc STO
buffer layer is shown as example in respectively Figures 2b and 2c. For convenience, the
MA with easy axis along the short axis a is defined as interfacial magnetic anisotropy
(IMA) while an easy axis along the long axis b is indicated as bulk magnetic anisotropy
(BMA). Comparison between the structure of LSMO with and without STO buffer layer
indicates that the IMA is correlated to the strong tilted LSMO structure while the BMA
comes from the nearly non-tilted (NNT) structure. Since the STO crystal is very stiff, the
tilt angle is already strongly reduced within the first STO unit cell (see Fig. 1c). A single
unit cell STO buffer layer is thick enough to switch the easy axis of LSMO, indicating
the capability to tune the anisotropic properties by atomic scale control. By separating
IMA and BMA with a STO barrier in LSMO/STO/LSMO/NGO magnetic tunneling
junctions, we are now able to realize orthogonal magnetization between top and bottom
LSMO electrodes (See Supplementary Fig. S5). Furthermore, patterning of the STO
buffer layer allows us now also to artificially create in-plane magnetic domains (See
Supplementary Fig. S5).
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The depth profiles of the magnetization further confirm that IMA arises from the strongly
tilted interface structure. The atomic concentration profile and magnetic depth profile in 6
uc LSMO films with and without the STO buffer layer have been probed by resonant Xray reflectometry (RXR)36 as shown in Fig. 2d (For details of the RXR experiment, see
Supplementary Fig. S6). A depth profile of Mn magnetization (M) can be obtained from
the best fit of the asymmetric spectra between left and right circular polarized light. The
profiles of Ga, Ti and Mn atomic concentration are shown as well for comparison and
indicate an atomic sharp interface	
   with negligible interfacial intermixing. The active
magnetic layers in these two samples are all located at the interface region. Our magnetic
profiles also reveal the presence of magnetic dead layers near the surface37 for both
buffered and non-buffered LSMO films. The OOC has an impact length scale of ~2 nm
and, therefore, could have an influence on the surface part of our ultrathin LSMO films
on NGO, which can be excluded for our thicker LSMO films. A more detailed analysis
will be performed in a future study. Compared with the non-buffered LSMO, the less
distorted buffered LSMO film exhibited a more uniform magnetism due to the reduced
structural distortion at the interface as well as a reduced thickness of the dead layer on the
surface. This fact could explain the observed enhanced saturated magnetization in
buffered LSMO film as shown in Fig. 2a-c. Interestingly, the active magnetic layer in the
non-buffered LSMO is the ~3 uc interface region and thus coincident with the strong
tilted layer (See bottom panel of Fig. 2d). Therefore, the IMA is correlated to the strong
tilted LSMO structure while the BMA is coupled to NNT structure.
The distinct OOR patterns near and far from the interface region, give rise to a sharp
transition of the magnetic anisotropy at 8 uc LSMO layer thickness, see Fig. 3. The
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contribution from the NNT part to the magnetic anisotropic energy (MAE) will increase
with increasing thickness, hence thicker films (t > 8 uc) exhibit BMA. The strong tilt part
dominates in thinner films with t < 8 uc, hence these films exhibit IMA. At 8 uc, the
competition between IMA and BMA results in biaxial anisotropy with the easy axis along
ab and –ab directions. The thickness dependence of LSMO thin films further indicates
that IMA arises from an interfacial NGO-like OOR pattern, while the strain-dominated
NNT part gives rise to BMA.
Concomitant with the magnetic anisotropy, the electronic transport properties in the
LSMO films are found to exhibit anisotropies as well with a sharp transition at a
thickness of 8 uc. Besides a thickness dependent metal insulator transition38 also an
interfacial OOC driven giant transport anisotropy is observed in LSMO films with
thicknesses of 6 and 7 uc, which exhibit higher electrical conductivities along the a-axis,
see Fig. 4a. In thicker films where OOC subsides, the anisotropy becomes much smaller.
No thermal hysteresis is observed in the cooling down and warming up cycles, so that a
possible anisotropic percolation in a phase separation scenario is excluded11. Figure 4b
shows the resistivity along two different directions a vs b at 50 K. Almost 2 orders of
magnitude difference of resistivity between the two directions is observed in the 6 uc
sample, significantly larger than previously reported strain induced transport anisotropy39
in LSMO/DyScO3. This difference decreases with increasing thickness, and for t ≥ 8 uc,
this difference is too small to note any anisotropy. However, the temperature dependent
magnetoresistance, MR = (R(B)-R(0))/R(0), in Fig. 4c still reflects the presence of
transport anisotropy in thick films. Both thin film (6 uc) and thick film (12 uc) exhibit
anisotropic MR effect with peak position TP, which reflects a metal-to-insulator transition
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in manganites (See Supplementary Fig. S7). However, the sign of ΔTP=Tp(a)-Tp(b) for 6
uc and 12 uc films are opposite. Therefore, there is a switch of transport anisotropy with
increasing thickness. As shown in Fig. 4d, the difference ΔTP is thickness dependent and
becomes zero at 8 uc. For t < 8uc, it is reversed and as large as ΔTP = 52 K for 6 uc
LSMO, whereas in films with t > 8 uc, it is only about – 2 K. Since the more conductive
axis has higher TP and based on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4d, we can conclude that the easy axis for
electronic transport (more conductive axis) coincides with the magnetic easy axis of the
LSMO films. By switching the magnetic easy axis of a 6 uc LSMO film through
introducing a STO buffer layer, the transport easy axis is also switched to the b-axis (See
Supplementary Fig. S7).
Let us now turn to the mechanism of the thickness driven switch of the anisotropic
properties. Since strain does not change with thickness and interfacial intermixing is
negligible, the transition of MA with thickness can be expected to correlate with the OOR
pattern. Along the a-axis, an in-phase (NGO) and out-of-phase (LSMO) mismatch would
cause huge oxygen displacements to retain the connectivity of the oxygen octahedra.
Furthermore, the rotation of MnO6 octahedra along the a-axis causes the bond angle θ
along the b-axis to become smaller. While along the b-axis, the OOR pattern for both
LSMO and NGO are out-of-phase, the displacement of oxygen atoms necessary to match
the substrate is less. As a result, the bond angle along the a-axis is larger than along the baxis, θ(a) > θ(b). Further away from the interface, the OOC effect subsides and the strain
dominates, resulting in θ(b) > θ(a)40. Based on the above consideration, a structural
evolution of a LSMO film is schematically shown in Fig. 5a. The LSMO film is divided
into two regions, the interface OOC driven b+a-c- and the strained induced40 a+b-c-. The
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larger rotation along c-axis for both regions is due to LSMO in-plane compressive strain,
which increases the rotation along c-axis to give rise to a smaller in-plane lattice
constant40. In the cross-over thickness the complete LSMO film can be averagely
described by a+a-c- and <θ(a)> ≈ <θ(b)>. The structure characteristic of LSMO near the
interface is expected to cause an anisotropic bandwidth (w) according to formula41
𝑤∝

!!" !!! /!
! !.!

with w(a) > w(b). Further away from the interface region, θ(b) > θ(a)

leads to w(b) > w(a). The expected changes of anisotropic bond angle and bandwidth are
consistent with our observed anisotropic transport properties within the double exchange
model42.
According to Fig. 1b-c, the lattice structure of LSMO films relaxes with thickness and
becomes bulk-like at a thickness of about 4 uc. Therefore, in thick LSMO films we
expect the presence of two regions: an interface region where the anisotropic properties
in each layer change with layer position and a strain dominated bulk region where the
anisotropic properties are less dependent on layer position. The uniaxial MAE is
described by E = Ku Cos2φ where φ is an in-plane angle relative to a-axis. For uniaxial
anisotropy Ku = E(a)-E(b) is positive or negative, indicating that the easy axis is the b or
a-axis, respectively; for biaxial anisotropy Ku = 0. The total Ku can be expressed by
𝐾!"! =

!
!!! 𝐾!

𝑛 , where 𝐾! 𝑛 is MAE constant of the nth layer. The mean MAE

constant <K> (= Ktot/t), (For measurement of <K>, see Supplementary Fig. S8), is found
to nonlinearly depend on thickness (see Fig. 5b). The <K> exhibits clear thickness
dependence and a cross-over transition from positive to negative values, which can be
observed at 8 uc. In contrast, the 𝐾!"! is linearly dependent on thickness when t > 8 uc
(see Fig. 5b). Therefore, 𝐾!"! can be rewritten as 𝐾!"! =
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𝑛 + 𝐾!" 𝑡 − 𝑡! =
10

𝐾!" 𝑡 − 𝑐 . Here, 𝑡! is thickness of interface region beyond which the 𝐾! (𝑛) is
approximated to be constant 𝐾!" and c is a constant. 𝐾!" and c, as obtained from linear
fitting of 𝐾!"! vs. t curve at t > 8 uc, are 14.4 µeV/uc and 103.7 µeV/uc, respectively.
With these parameters, a critical thickness (tc), where these sub-layers do not contribute
to 𝐾!"! (𝐾!" 𝑡! − 𝑐 = 0), can be estimated to be 7.2 uc, in good agreement with the
observed 8 uc critical thickness for <K> = 0 as determined by the magnetic anisotropy
measurements.
To understand the microscopic origin of the MA and the expected coupling between
transport and magnetic anisotropy, we construct by means of density functional theory
(DFT)
! 𝑡!"

a

tight

𝑅 𝑒 !!∙! +

!
!

binding

Hamiltonian

of

LSMO

ultrathin

films:

𝜎 𝜃, 𝜑 + 𝜉𝐿 ∙ 𝑆 , including exchange splitting λ and spin-orbit

coupling ξ (See Supplementary Fig. S9 and S10). Here, 𝑡!" (𝑅) represents the hopping
integral from orbital α at site 0 to orbital β at site 𝑅. The structural change due to OOC
and strain mainly affects the 𝑡!" 𝑅 , which in turn leads to a change of the MAE. The
hopping terms 𝑡!" 𝑅 can be qualitatively indicated by the transport properties in our
experiment. We therefore simply mimic the structural and transport anisotropy by
introducing anisotropic hopping terms42 parametrized by At: 𝑡! 𝑎 and 𝑡! 𝑏 =
𝑡! 𝑎   (1 − 𝐴! )   along 𝑎 and 𝑏 respectively. The calculation of the MAE indicates an inplane easy axis for a monolayer LSMO film (See Supplementary Fig. S10), while the
easy axis in the ab-plane depends on the asymmetric hopping factor At (see Fig. 5c). In
the case of an isotropic in-plane structure (At = 0), a biaxial anisotropy with easy axis
[110]pc is obtained consistent with observations in (001) LSMO films on cubic STO and
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(LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 substrates (see Supplementary Fig. S11). If 𝑡! 𝑎 is 0.5%
percent higher than 𝑡! 𝑏 (At = 0.5%), the easy axis is rotated from the ab direction to
the a-axis and the film becomes uniaxially anisotropic, while At = -0.5% will switch the
easy axis to the b-axis. Thus the easy axis prefers to align along the axis with the largest
hopping amplitude, which is also the axis for the largest conductivity as in experiment.
The calculated in-plane anisotropic energy is of the order of 4 µeV/uc, qualitatively
consistent with the experimental observations.
In conclusion, OOC driven magnetic and transport anisotropies are realized in
LSMO/NGO heterostructures. Competition between the interfacial OOC and the strain
further away from the interface leads to a thickness driven sharp transition of the
anisotropic properties. The observed coupling of transport and magnetic anisotropy as
well as the tight-binding modeling indicate the key role of the anisotropic bandwidth for
the anisotropic properties in LSMO. Our finding will also provide new insight into the
recently reported strain driven transport anisotropy in manganite films11,39,42. The
observed OOC can be extended into other perovskite oxide heterostructures or
superlattices. Furthermore, the revealed competition between OOC and strain which
results in thickness dependent properties should have significant impact on the
understanding of widely reported reduced dimensionality effect in many correlated
perovskite ultrathin films.
Our results unequivocally link the atomic structure near interfaces to macroscopic
properties. The strong correlation between controllable oxygen network and
functionalities will have significant impact on both fundamental research and
technological application of correlated perovskite heterostructures. By controlling
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interfacial OOC, we are now able to pattern in 3 dimensions the magnetization to achieve
non-collinear magnetization in both in-plane and out of plane directions, thus making the
heterostructures promising for application in orthogonal spin transfer devices, spin
oscillators and low field sensors. Moreover, one could extend the revealed competition
between strain and OOC to a new direction to realize piezoelectric control of
magnetization reversal for spintronics application by tuning balance between those two
co-existent effects.
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Methods
LSMO thin films were grown on atomically flat NGO (110) substrates from a
stoichiometric La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 target by pulsed laser deposition using a KrF excimer laser
operating at 248 nm. The atomically flat NGO substrate, as confirmed by atomic force
microscopy (AFM), was obtained by BHF chemical etching and subsequent annealing at
1050 oC for 4 hours33. The laser fluence and repetition rate were 0.6 J/cm2 and 2 Hz
respectively. The oxygen partial pressure and substrate temperature were maintained at
0.2 mBar and 680 oC respectively during the growth. The growth process was monitored
by reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), which confirmed the layer by
layer characteristic growth.
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was performed on the X-Ant-Em
instrument at the University of Antwerp. Cross-sectional cuts of the samples along the [110] direction were prepared using a FEI Helios 650 dual-beam Focused Ion Beam device.
The 6uc LSMO film was capped with a 10 nm STO layer grown at room temperature in
order to prevent LSMO ultrathin layer from damage during the preparation of TEM
cross-section specimen in both buffered and un-buffered cases. Satisfactory samples were
prepared using very low energy ion beam thinning subsequent to a protection of the
sample surface by sputtering of a 10nm thick carbon protection layer, followed be Ebeam deposition of Platinum as a first step to the FIB lamella preparation procedure. The
Electron Microscope used consists of an FEI Titan G3 electron microscope equipped with
an aberration corrector for the probe-forming lens as well as a high-brightness gun and a
Super-EDX 4-quadrant detector operated at 300 kV acceleration voltage for the EDX
experiments and STEM-ADF and ABF imaging. The STEM convergence semi-angle
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used was 21 mrad, providing a probe size of ~0.8 Å. The collection semi-angle ranges
from 11-29 mrad and 29-160 mrad for ABF and ADF imaging respectively.
Magnetic and transport properties were measured by using a Quantum Design Vibration
Sample Magnetometer (VSM) and a Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS)
respectively. The magnetization of the LSMO films was acquired by subtracting the
paramagnetic signal of each NGO substrate (See Supplementary Fig. S12). The transport
properties were analyzed in a van-der-Pauw geometry, in which the resistances along a
and b-axis were measured simultaneously.
The magneto-optical profile was measured using x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity
(XRMR)43. The XRMR experiments were performed using an in-vacuum 4-circle
diffractometer at the Resonant Elastic and Inelastic X-ray Scattering (REIXS) beamline
of the Canadian Light Source (CLS) in Saskatoon, Canada44. The beamline has a flux of
5×1012 photon/s and photon energy resolution ΔE/E of ~ 10-4. The base pressure of the
diffractometer chamber was kept lower than 10-9 Torr. The samples were aligned with
their surface normal in the scattering plane and measured at a temperature of 20 K. The
measurements were carried out in the specular reflection geometry with several
nonresonant photon energies as well as energies at the Mn L2,3 resonance (~635-660 eV).
For details about the magneto-optical profile extraction, see Supplementary Fig. S6.
A DFT based tight binding Hamiltonian was constructed to calculate the MAE of LSMO
ultrathin films, 𝐻 𝑘 +

𝜆
2

𝜎 𝜃, 𝜑 + 𝜉𝐿 ∙ 𝑆 . The first term 𝐻 𝑘 , paramagnetic tight

binding Hamiltonian, is constructed on Wannier basis projected from DFT calculated
Bloch waves of LSMO near Fermi level. The Wannier projection was performed with
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Wien2Wannier package, employing Wannier90 for constructing maximally localized
Wannier orbitals45. The second term

!
!

𝜎 𝜃, 𝜑 leads to an exchange splitting λ for spins

parallel and antiparallel to (θ, φ) direction. We set λ = 2eV which is the typical exchange
splitting in manganites46. The last term is the atomic spin orbit coupling of Mn d orbitals
with ξ = 0.05 eV. A very fine k mesh (e.g. 160 × 160 × 160) was used to make sure that
the total energy converges down to 10-3 µeV accuracy.
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Figures and Figure captions:

Figure 1 | Oxygen octahedral coupling at interfaces in manganite heterostructures. a,
Schematic models of atomic ordering in LSMO and NGO crystal structures. b, Inversed
annular bright-field STEM images of LSMO/NGO (left) and LSMO/STO/NGO (right)
heterostructures. The oxygen atoms are clearly visible, and the connectivity of oxygen
octahedra across the interfaces is indicated. The MnO6 octahedra shows a clear in-phase
rotation following the NGO. The LSMO films are 6 uc thick while the STO buffer layer
has a thickness of 9 uc. c, Layer-position dependent octahedral tilt angle (β) in
LSMO/NGO heterostructures with and without a STO buffer layer.
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Figure 2 | Magnetic anisotropy in manganite heterostructures. The M-H curves at
100 K along a and b-axis of the 6 uc LSMO films on NGO substrates without (a) and
with a 1 uc (b) and 9 uc (c) STO buffer layer. d, RXR measurements of 6 uc LSMO films
with (top panel) and without (bottom panel) a 9 uc STO buffer layer showing depth
profiles of the Ga, Ti, Mn atomic concentration (resp. green, red and blue lines) and Mn
magnetization (M, purple line with shaded area) at 20 K. Schematic shows experimental
setup to perform RXR measurement where a 0.6 T magnetic field was applied in-plane
along magnetic easy axis during the measurement. Atomic structure profiles along out of
plane direction (Z), according to Fig. 1b-c, are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 3 | Thickness dependence of the magnetic anisotropy in manganite
heterostructures. The M-H curves at 100 K along a and b-axis of the LSMO films with
thicknesses of 7, 8 and 9 uc on NGO substrates. The schematics at the top show the
corresponding ground state of the Mn spin orientation.
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Figure 4 | Thickness dependence of the transport anisotropy in manganite
heterostructures. a, Temperature dependent resistivity along a and b-axis for different
LSMO thickness from 6 to 30 uc. b, Curie temperature dependent resistivity at 50 K
along the a and b-axis. The corresponding thickness is marked at each data point. c,
Temperature dependent magnetoresistance MR=(R(B)-R(0))/R(0) along a and b-axis
under out of plane 9 T magnetic field for 6 and 12 uc LSMO films. d, Tp versus LSMO
film thickness along a and b-axis. Inset, ΔTp = Tp(a) - Tp(b) versus LSMO film thickness.
Data measured along the a-axis is indicated in blue in all 4 figures, while data along baxis is indicated in red.
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Figure 5 | Structural mechanism of directional switching of magnetic anisotropy. a,
Structural evolution along the out-of-plane direction of the LSMO thin film on a NGO
substrate. b, Film thickness dependence of the anisotropic energy constant <K> and total
anisotropic energy constant Ktot at 50 K. Inset: Zoom in around t = 8 uc. c, Tight binding
simulations of the anisotropy energy of a LSMO monolayer with different asymmetric
hopping factor At ( = 1 − 𝑡! 𝑏 /𝑡! 𝑎 ): 0% (cubic LSMO, black), 0.5% (interfacial
LSMO on NGO, red), -0.5% (strained bulk LSMO on NGO, green).
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